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About This Game

From the designer of The Incredible Machine, Puzzle Poker is a casual game with a Poker theme. Features four different types
of games, Steam achievements, and online top scores.

You can play Puzzle Poker quickly and casually or with some deeper strategic thought. Slide poker cards to make the best
combination of hands before the timer runs out. Cash in early for bonus chips. Advance as far as you can. Chose the best time to

use your hints and your super-hint.
Four types of games

Chips Mania - Chips will be flying as you cash in hand after hand in this exciting game.
Casual Game - Play at a slow and easy pace.

Challenging Game - Play a more challenging game where you need to earn more chips in a smaller number of hands.
Unlimited Time - No time pressure at all. Take an unlimited amount of time to play each hand.

Other Features
Steam Achievements

Leaderboards
Stats

"Fun great game" - Jodell Ryan (ie Mom)
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Title: Puzzle Poker
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Game Dev Castle
Publisher:
Top Meadow
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2017
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Freakin' awesome game!. So I was playing another game and suddenly it shut itself down (losing my progress in that session), in
its place Wings of Prey decided to start itself... why, you ask? to update Yuplay of course!

The game itself is good but the MALWARE it comes bundled with needs to be removed.. characters look alright
the camos i dont care for but still look good. Just buy the game - you won't regret it.. This was my favorite game back in 1997,
and I can't believe I just found it on steam yesterday! It is exactly how I remembered it! Of the 400 games in my steam library,
that this is the one I am daydreaming about while at work in my office chair blows my mind. So excited, lived up to all of my
expectations, and I plan on putting many many more hours into it soon!

I am running Windows 10, and the game booted up fine for me, however I was experiencing the same issue some people are
having with the "esc" key (main menu) crashing the game. My was of living with this bug is to plainly start a mission and test the
esc key immediately. If it crashes, restart and try again. But when it works... it works the whole time you are in your mission,
and you can save regularly (I did not use the quick save option). At least this was my experience for over 80 minutes last night..
ING GOOD GAME♥♥♥♥♥. An enjoyable and to-the-point FPS that I will recommend to every shooter fan looking for a
straight-forward gameplay. Was skeptical about the game at first but my curiosity got the better of me and bought it to try it out.
If you want my full review with gameplay, then check the link: https:\/\/youtu.be\/Yj6VRs7uUkE
What made it a worth playing game for me:
1. Smooth gameplay
2. Cool main menu theme music
3. Controller Support
4. Massive Maps
5. Huge levels
6. Compact mission objectives with mini in-game objectives
A decent game well-worth the money, capable of keeping you busy and entertained for a couple of hours. Something you can
come back to for many times. Will keep a lookout for more games from the devs. Recommended.. This is a hidden object game
with a very gripping story to it. Despite not having played any of the previous games, I never felt lost in the story and thought
the concept with the four horsemen was very interesting. The puzzles were of a wide range and of a good difficulty level, and I
never got to the point of being frustrated but did have plenty of ah-ha moments.

One of the most useful features was the interactive map that allows you to jump between locations (because there are a lot of
them!) and it also highlighted where there was an incomplete action, so this made progress much easier near the end of the game
when there were a lot of things to remember and lots of going back and forth. The graphics are great, the characters were all
uinque, and the in-game guide was very helpful when I did get stuck or miss an item.

With a total gameplay time of seven and a half hours (though I've missed two achievements), I highly recommend this game..
we all want to be that dude in the video
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I know it isn't my sound card, but for some reason the sound cuts out after ten mins of gameplay. Any suggestions?. I've barely
started, but the UI is so bad I can't make myself get into it.
Visually, it's not impressive either, but that's not so important to me.
Pretty average point&click beyond that.

Can't give an opinion on the story yet after just .4 hours but I doubt it'll be earth-shattering.. Great and entertaining puzzle game
in which you have to make squares or rectangles of little colored faces in which the corners are all of the same color. Each level
unlocks a part of a beautiful mosaic, and the goal is to complete it. Quite fun to play from time to time.. A lot of potential, but
for me poor level design and small decisions in the way the character moves make it a no for me.. love the game only complaint
is that i cant say the n word.
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